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Comments

hutavan • 5 points • 8 February, 2023 04:50 PM* 

Neither tbh. The study that was posted here about top 5% of men (as well as just getting blackpilled in general)
ruined the image of dating/romance/sex for me. A little peek under the hood reveals just how animalistic and
shallow it all is. Even if I woke up as Chad tomorrow like in the Lookism manhwa, I couldn't enjoy it knowing
all this. Robowaifus are our only hope.

[deleted] • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 11:12 AM 

Based as fuck.

gummyboy1292 • 2 points • 8 February, 2023 01:26 PM 

prettyboy for sure

Zavier221 • 2 points • 8 February, 2023 02:21 PM 

Chad tbh,

33V33_ • 1 point • 8 February, 2023 04:51 PM 

Being a woman sucks, especially depending on where you live. Chad pretty boy.

Glad-Discount-4761 • -1 points • 9 February, 2023 01:19 AM 

Being a woman sucks,

Exactly,your beauty fades.

At least for chad,you can be sexy for long time

orbstnedifnocdesab • 1 point • 8 February, 2023 04:29 PM 

prettyboy chad

FortniteAbobus • 1 point • 8 February, 2023 01:34 PM 

Don't wanna fit into this system. I wanna be Neco-Arc.

TaxNegative161 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 12:42 AM 

Love this post. It's a lot of people admitting that if they could get laid life is way better as a guy.

Glad-Discount-4761 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 01:13 AM* 

Chad since you can be chad for long time.

Why be women, especially hitting the wall?

puririnpa[S] • 0 points • 9 February, 2023 01:13 AM 

many older women get with prime 17 year old boys

Glad-Discount-4761 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 01:16 AM 

Still older guy getting young girls is better
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TaxNegative161 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 05:52 AM 

You misspelled rape

puririnpa[S] • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 08:13 AM 

bitter old men mad women don't like post-wall men.

TaxNegative161 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 08:24 AM 

No I'm pretty sure my problem with your statement is that the 'man' is legally a child in most
places.

puririnpa[S] • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 08:26 AM 

Im joking, but proves my point that the wall is a cope, even if it's immoral

TaxNegative161 • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 08:34 AM 

I agree that the concept of a 'wall' is a cope because both genders of any age can find
sexual partners. You've only to hear tell of the absolute degeneracy at old folks homes lol

gruckendud • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 02:48 PM 

100% prettyboy. There is some hope for me because a few years ago when I was 20 I was able to actually attract
women and the one thing they kept saying over and over was how "pretty" I am. I am 23 now and it has been
years since a woman has even viewed me as a human being (I used to live in a major city, this is the only reason
I think I was able to meet girls)

Just that slight taste of feeling like a "prettyboy" is my sole source of any sort of confidence in my life. I still
think about it every day, but I don't think it is true at all.

puririnpa[S] • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 02:49 PM 

why do people think you're ugy now

gruckendud • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 02:52 PM 

I don't know if they do, but I don't try to interact with women as I am very blackpilled and frustrated. I
prefer to keep to myself and focus on my studies and doing my own thing. I would love to be able to just
have casual sex with tons of women though. It is hard to believe that women actually found me attractive
and I would rather not believe it as it seems more realistic, but still the fact that it happened feels really
good. It seriously just feels like a separate reality from what I currently live.

puririnpa[S] • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 02:53 PM 

so basically you don't go outside and think you're subhuman because of it

gruckendud • 1 point • 9 February, 2023 03:06 PM 

In a way. I go to college still, just in a much more rural area. I also work as a cashier. It is not like
I have women constantly asking me out or anything, and I prefer to be in my house. I am not 6
feet tall, so I feel like a dwarf most of the time. On campus I am surrounded by women so
beautiful it just blows my mind. I just can't see myself with them, it really frustrates me because I
know they are all getting fucked by multiple different guys every week, but I don't know who the
guys could be. They literally look like the beautiful girls you would see on IG.

My hypothesis is that it is successful men with careers that are able to pay for their relations, or
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the 6ft+ chads that stomp around the campus making me feel like a pathetic weak dwarf. I also
have a strong dislike of women that I am slowly getting better with.

I don't have enough money, I am not tall enough, and I am not sure if I am good enough looking. I
just received some positive feedback at my old school which is one small thing to grasp on to, but
I don't know if it is true. It is impossible to believe that these attractive girl at my school would
view me as attractive.

I would even gladly just have sex with really fat girls. I don't care about a relationship, it is not a
realistic ambition for any man. I just want to have sex, but I can't even seem to do that, so I must
not be a pretty boy at all.

TOitneverbegun • 0 points • 8 February, 2023 08:06 PM 

Chad
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